What is CENTURY?

CENTURY is a website that helps you with your learning in Maths, English and Science.

What does it do?

CENTURY gets to know you better through a diagnostic quiz. This diagnostic works out your strengths and areas for improvement and then gives you mini-lessons called ‘nuggets’ on your recommended path. Each student’s recommended path is different and it constantly changes to best help you in your learning.

Your teachers can also send you nuggets to do on CENTURY.
MY RECOMMENDED PATH

Complete nuggets suggested by CENTURY or set by your teachers.

1. ‘Diagnostic’ nuggets are mini assessments at the start of a topic which help CENTURY identify and then fill any gaps in knowledge or address misconceptions. If you immediately move onto another diagnostic, well done, that means you scored 100%.

2. Choose which subjects you see in your path.

3. This nugget has been set by your teacher.

4. Click start to begin a nugget or diagnostic.
My Courses

See all your subjects on CENTURY.

Use the search bar to find nuggets or view different strands (topics).
NUGGETS

Nuggets are mini-lessons created by teachers to help you learn. They contain videos, slideshows and questions.

Addition

Choose if you want to watch a video or read some slides here.

You can go back to the video or slideshow at any time by clicking here.

CENTURY marks your work for you. Make sure to read the feedback CENTURY gives you, it will help you improve!

When you have finished, you can try the nugget again or move on to the next one.
MY ASSIGNMENTS

12 Complete work set by your teachers.

13 Tasks - These are assignments created by your teachers. Remember to click ‘submit task’ when you are finished!

14 Nuggets - These are CENTURY’s nuggets that your teacher wants you to complete.

15 Recent Feedback - See the feedback from your teacher.
MY DASHBOARD

Find out about your learning on CENTURY. See your strengths and areas for improvement.

Choose which subject you want to find out about.

Track your results on nuggets on CENTURY.

Find out about your own unique strengths and areas for improvement and what you can do to improve your learning.
Mix it up! Work on nuggets in different subjects.

CENTURY’S AI will work better if you do things by yourself.

Have a mini-break between each nugget.

If you’re still finding a nugget tricky after watching the video, try asking an adult for help.

Make notes or a poster about what you have learnt.

Watch the video or read the slides before answering the questions. Go back to them if you get stuck.

Aim for a green score. If your score is red or yellow, try the nugget again!

Read the feedback if you get a question wrong.